
LOHIA COLLEGE CHURU 

BEST PRACTICES 

1.Title of the Practice :- “No Vehicle Day” 

 

2. Objectives of the Practice :- 

If there is an attachment to nature, then the environment will also be pure and some initiatives 
are required to purify the environment. If we want to do any practice then resolutions have to 
be taken. Clean environment is necessary for  human beings to lead a healthy life and it is of 
paramount importance. The result of any practice is far-reaching. If the vehicle is not used even 
for a day in a month, then this practice will contribute a lot in the environmental purity and 
cleanliness. 

3. The Context :- 

While implementing any new activity, it is natural to face problems. Facing the challenges and 
implementing a new activity successfully is a big achievement. It is not a common thing to 
inform all the staff members and the students. It is done by taking the college staff into 
confidence and spreading the information of No Vehicle Day and informing everyone through 
newspapers. Students' cooperation was taken through the National Service Scheme. The NO 
Vehicle Day movement was supported by the District Collector, the Chief Minister, the 
Transport Minister,  the Higher Education Minister of government of Rajasthan. Thus everyone 
was requested by giving memorandums. 

4. The Practice :- 

It is common to encounter problems in an innovation in the context of higher education. If you 
do any new work, then people also start to criticize. Only a man of patientence can tolerate 
criticism. Initially, the students were motivated by giving them roses and their morale was 
boosted up. Cycle rally is organized from time to time. To motivate the students, practice was 
accelerated by giving T-shirts, badges, medal certificates. Gradually, the hurdles went away and 
"No Vehicle Day" also became successful event and almost all the departments voluntarily 
resolved to practise "No Vehicle Day". 

 

5. Evidence of Success :- 

The first college level "No Vehicle Day" was celebrated on 01 February 2018. The "No Vehicle 
Day" campaign advocated and popularized through cycle rallies. Hon'ble Chief Minister was 
requested to adopt it in almost all the offices of the state of Rajasthan. The result of this was 



low but if this campaign continues, then it will be a commendable step for everyone from the 
point of view of environment, as well as from the economic point of view. The biggest proof of 
success is that the copyright of "No Vehicle Day" has also been granted by the Copyright Office 
of the Government of India, Reg. No.L-102564/2021 dated 28/04/2021 which was granted to 
Dr.J.B.Khan. The campaign run as "No Vehicle Day" through the college is a great achievement. 

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required :- 

The most important problem for doing any work is the problem of support and economic 
resources because without money it is not possible to make any activity successful. The "No 
Vehicle Day" campaign also had to face financial problems to run at the beginning. At present, it 
is requested to the people driving in luxury cars to ride on bicycle once in a month, sometimes 
it feels embarrassing.  

 7. Notes (Optional):- 

Plantation of trees to keep the environment clean can be an option for the love of nature/to 
make awareness about cleanliness to stay healthy etc.  

 

LINK - 7.2.1 No Vehicle day  

 

Best Practice -2 

 

1. Title of the Practice :-Herbal Garden 
 

2. Objectives of the Practice:-  

Keeping in mind the purity of environment, Herbal Garden was established. The 
usefulness of the herbal garden increased even more during the Corona period because 
this garden also has Giloy's vine and Arjuna tree, which in the form of decoction during 
the Corona period. The bark of Giloy and Arjuna were used as a decoction. Its usefulness 
was discovered in the Corona period. 

3. The Context:- 

The temperature of Churu district reaches -2 degree celcious in winter and around 48-
50 degrees in summer. Churu generally remains hot. Even in this odd situation, if such a 
garden flourishes, then no challenges are less than work. Plants have been planted in 



this garden after selecting the vegetation which was developed keeping in mind the 
season. 

4. The Practice :-The idea was very excellent for development of a herbal garden in college 
campus .In the College programs on conservation of nature and to make campus green 
are organize time to time .This Herbal Garden unique due to various variety of medicinal 
plants and it is useful for study purposes for botany students as well as zoology.This also 
provide a healthy campus by purifying surroundings. 
 

5. Evidence of Success :- 
The "Herbal Garden" developed by the Department of Botany. This herbal garden is no 
less than a boon for all those students, even in the regular running practical of the 
graduate and postgraduate students of the Department of Botany. This Garden is also 
very useful for students of Zoology Department for study of types of insects and other 
animals.This Garden play very important role in purifying the college campus. We 
believe that this college Garden College will give good results to all the students of the 
college and Botany Department. 

6. Problems Encountered Resources Required :- 
In Churu district, 5-7 years ago, good quality plants were not available. Many medicinal 
plants were not available in churu nurseries and second big problem isprotection of plants 
from termites and adverse climate, termites destroy the plants as soon as they are planted. 
The third problem is the problem of salty water. The medicinal plants had to brought 
from nearby nurseries. Plants of 56 species grown in the herbal garden were brought from 
Sikar by vehicle. 

7. Notes (Optional) :- 
The biggest goal of life is the sentence "First happiness and health". Conservation of trees 
and plants is an important task to keep the environment safe. If it is regular in all 
colleges, then it can be an inspiring work for the college and for the generations to come. 
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